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together to carry out rescue operations like the Israeli raid on
.
Entebbe?
MeJln: This is a long w.y off. It is hard enough for Israel to do
what it did let alone trying to set up such police operations on a
supranational scale. 'Abortion is not the ideal method for birth
control. but when it's necessary you should use it. The Israeli
Raid was not an effective control of terrorism, but it badjo be
done.

Javlts' Aide:
"Unfortunately We can't Just Move Militarily
Against Those Who Harbor Terrorists. "
Washington. D.C July 24 (NSIPS)-Excerpted below is an
interview made available to NSIPS with Peter Lakeland.
foreign affairs advisor to Sen. Jacob Javits (D·N. Y.). Lakeland
wrote the keynote addreSB delivered by the Senator at last
month's conference on intemational terrorism at the Ralph
Bunche Institute in New York during which Javits called for the
,il1yasioILIDd..bolDbing of Third World nations. "suspected of
harboring terrorists.:'
.•
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c." .-low do you see the international terrorist situation shaping
up aftei'the Entebbe (Uganda) raid?

Lakeland: Well. obviously we have to anticipate more terrorist
acts, although I believe that the Israeli raid will have much
more of a deterrent effect than a provocative effect. It will make
terrorists-and countries which aid terrorists'7think twice. If
there is no place to land a skyjacked plane. well...
0: Sen. Javits mentioned the possibility that terrorists might
resort to using atomic weapons. Do you think that that is likely?
'

Lakeland: Atomic terrorism is a real possibility-we have to
consider it as an option.
,
'
0: You have', only ',mentioned skyjac;king',so far-in �rms': of
being deterred by the Entebbe raid. How about other forms of
terrorism. such as the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
plantinl bombs in an Israeli city?
Lakeland: Those are qlllsi·acts of warfare a�d are much easier
to handle ...they're anal�ous to war. .'
0: Do you think that we are any closer to reaching an in·
ternational accord against terrorism?
Lakeland: Do you? No. I don't think we are...But if you get two
or three successful opet:IWQns like the Israeli raid. then this
could have a definite salutary effect. ... Terrorism is 90 per cent a
PLO problem. What's going ei'n in Lebanon now '- grisly though
it is - will resolve the PLO problem. It will either make them
stronger. or it will destroy them - they are currently being
destroyed. It will also split the Arab world, isolating radical
countries who are pro·terrorist. No doubt about it, though. we'll
be living with terrorism for some time.
0: What did you think of (New York Times correspondent)
Bernard Gwertzman's article saying that the real backers and
suppliers of terrorists are the East Bloc?
LakeJaH:, Bernie? His article was good. It's definitely true that
terrorists' arms come from the East Bloc into Libya. Libya is
what you could call a depot.
0: Well. if we're not close to some form of international
agreement. what do you suggest be done to stop terrorism?
Lakeland: Unfortunately. we're no longer living in the 19th
century - we can't just move into a country like Libya
militarily- and punish them for harboring terrorists...That guy
Qadaff( ( Libyan leader) is a real nut...Who knows how long
;
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Chowchilla: Another RAND"SLA" Scenario?
July 24 - Information provided by the national news media this
week strongly indicates that the kidnapping of 26 Chowchilla.
Ca. school children was, like all other recent acts of terrorism.
directed. by top Rockefeller terrorist controllers to create an
environment for the imposition of police·state "sanctions"
against te�rorists.
A Rand Corporation report by "surrogate warfare" expert
Brian Jenkins directly points to this conclusion. Recently leaked
to and printed in the New York Times, Jenkins' document
discusses the importance of a "flexible response" policy toward
terrorists. and emphasizes the importance of the aftermath of a
terrorist incident as crucial to controlling terrorism. Jenkins
reemphasized this in an interview this week: "In the U.S.
ransom kidnapping has become an unprofitable form of
terrorism because of popular outrage and a high arrest and
conviction rate with stiff sentences. Take the case of the 26
school children, there was full coo�eration with the police."
Although all details of how the kidnapping was planned and
coordinated are not yet available. the activity of the national
press and Attorney General Edward Levi provide crucial "in
'direct" evidence that the Chowchilla kidnapping was or·
chestrated using the Rand scenario discussed by Jenkins.
The three suspects. Fred Newhall WOQds and his companions
Richard' and James Schoenfeld - the children of wealthy
residents of Portola Valley outside of San Francisco can only be

a small element in the entire kidnapping. Although early stories
in the press indicated a larger number of people directly in·
volved in the kidnapping these were soon obscured by tightly
controled "human interest" stories run daily on the front page
of every ajor newspaper in the country. Initial rumors that the
kidnappers had been cOMected to a San Francisco area drug
cult were blacked out leavirig the suspects vague individuals
with no histories past high school. Leading coming from initial
reports of a female caller to the Livermore Police Department
and the Mayor of Chowchilla threatening "the children are safe
but there will be others" shortly after the children escaped were
also not pursued.
From the standpoint of the Rand scenario. the press coverage
makes complete sense. From the begiMing, coverage bas
focussed on Jenkins' "popular response:" anguished parents
forming vigilante search teams and extended prayer vigils.
Simultaneous with the press blackout of new leads in the
kidnapping was the abrupt withdrawal of FBI investigators by
Attorney General Edward Levi provoking Madera County
Sheriff Ed Bates to send a scathing telegram to Levi accusing
him of sabotaging the investigation by pulling out his resources.
Levi has now recommitted the FBI investigation team of 50
agents. This schizophrenic activity on Levi's part is the same
pattern seen in the SLA-Patty Hearst kidnapping and suggests
similar Justice Dept. coverup of the actual controllers of the
kidnappers.
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